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Principles of Seismic Risk Evaluation 
Intrinsic characteristics of earthquake hazard, viz. Sudden release of energy, potential for 
instantaneous damage in wide spread area, Unpredictability/limited predictability in terms of space, 
time & magnitude and non–uniform distribution across the globe/Indian territory, differentiate  from 
other natural disasters, warrant specialized methodology of seismic hazard evaluation to provide 
inputs for pre-disaster mitigation planning.  
The seismic risk at a given location (L) in seismotectonic domain is defined as a function of likelihood 
or probability of occurrence of ground motion (PGA, PGV, PGD and duration) and accompanied 
manifestation of ground shaking and linear/non-linear deformations unleashing chain action of ground 
fissuring, rupturing, distress and collapse of built environment and damage to slope resulting in to 
flood fire and flagration (H); changes of interaction of hazard processes with elements of the 
environment (life, property, culture-engineered/non-engineered structures, industries, services, 
historical/archaeological monuments etc) exposure (E) and vulnerability  (V) of the natural and built 
environment to respond to cyclic loading during the earthquake. 
For regional risk appraisal and primary structural designing, the codal guidelines provided in IS: 1893 
(Part I)-2002 are followed. However, the Seismic Risk at a given location is result of interaction of 
Seismic Hazard, Vulnerability of built environment and factor of Cultural and Demographic Exposure 
at the site. Hence, in respect to detailed pre-disaster mitigation planning for urban agglomerations, 
further parametric inputs are needed. These are (i) frequency dependent accelerations at each site at 
bedrock level on future seismic shaking, (ii) site amplification due to soft sediment present at the site, 
(iii) probable manifestation of earthquake hazard in terms of induced ground fissuring, land 
deformation-landslide & liquefaction and (iv) vulnerability of the built environment vis-à-vis Time 
Periods of oscillation structures and the foundation domain. In this context ‘Seismic Hazard and Risk 
Microzonation’ (SHRM) provides an important tool in generating these parameters linked with 
specific sites. 
Seismic Hazard and Risk Microzonation (SHRM) offers the most effective tool for earthquake risk 
evaluation and generates database for planning pre-earthquake disaster management. SHRM is defined 
as multi-criteria based discretization of a given domain into units of likely uniform ground response in 
terms of hazard level (PGA, PGV&PGD), nature (ground fissuring, liquefaction, slope deformation 
and induced flood, fire & flagration) and damage pattern or risk).  
The SHRM requires multi-disciplinary approach and sequence of studies to generate parameters for 
source, travel path, ground characterization & vulnerability analysis with inputs forthcoming from 5 
disciplines viz. Geosciences (geology and geophysics), Seismology, Geotechnical Engineering, 
Engineering Seismology and Anthropology /Civil administration (Flow sheet-I). The SHRM is 
essentially a geoscientific endeavor where ground characterization based on geological attributes 
provides basic map for further multi-criteria based discretization or microzonation, delineating units of 
likely uniform ground response.  
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A “Geologic condition map” forms the basic map for SHRM. This can be transformed in to “Ground 
Condition map” with collateral geotechnical inputs on engineering properties of soft sediments under 
monotonic and cyclic loading conditions (viz. Liquefaction susceptibility & cyclic mobility). 
Ultimately “ground Condition Map” can be improvised as “Site Condition Map” with inputs 
pertaining to shear wave velocity (specially Vs

30). The Site Condition Map can be empirically used for 
prognosis of ground amplifications and in turn in obtaining values of ground accelerations for different 
frequency ranges, following the guide lines of NEHRP’ 97 /UBC/IBC-2000.  
The ground response parameters are of cardinal importance and can be ascertained alternatively 
through experimental methods and numerical/analytical modeling. A cost effective  “Nakamura Type” 
method based on micro tremors, provides rapid scanning tool for identification of ground conditions or 
microzones, giving a fairly reliable prognosis of Predominant Frequency. However, for realistic 
assessment of the “ground amplification”, rigorous exercises based on Reference Dependant 
Earthquake data, are required. These need be further validated with numerical modeling based on site 
specific geotechnical attributes and monitoring, especially through strong motion array (Flow sheet II). 
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Flow sheet-I 

Generalized flow of activities for Seismic Hazard and Risk Microzonation of Urban Agglomeration 
(Source: Jabalpur Microzonation report). 
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The hazard based microzonation map with ground motion prognosis can be transformed in to Risk 
Microzonation integrating hazard scenario with seismic vulnerability of the built environment.  
Qualitative vulnerability can be ascertained resorting to Rapid Scanning Method (RPS). However, for 
detailed prognosis of vulnerability, quantitative studies based on Demand Capacity Ratio are 
considered mandatory. Enclosed flow sheet (Flow sheet IV) highlights the sequential flow of inputs 
for vulnerability analysis .The two streams of studies, through main flow sheet of hazard based 
discretization and complimentary flow sheet of vulnerability analysis, can proceed as parallel actions 
In Indian context cardinal issues of SHRM are (i) limitations of data base for seismotectonics and 
source characterization (probabilistic versus deterministic hazard analysis, attenuation law & 
directivity in near field, ground motion model and limitations of data resource), (ii) problems of Urban 
Geology (non availability of ground data on desired scale and masking effect by populous habitation), 
(iii) geotechnical characterization of soft sediment cover and  (iv) vulnerability analysis in scenario of 
complex cultural growth. 
 The methodology to be adopted is essentially hierarchical one, attempting generation of SHRM maps 
of different precision levels and scales, incorporating collateral inputs at different stages of the study. 
The enunciated model of SHRM studies has four precision levels viz. (i) 1st level microzonation based 
on preliminary geological concepts of “Seismic Rigidity” and qualitative evaluation of  “built in 
impedance contrast in the litho column characterizing near surface domain”, (ii) 2nd level 
microzonation with geotechnical inputs on liquefaction potential of cover sediments, shear wave 
velocity specially harmonic mean velocity upto 30m depth (Vs

30) and site response pattern specifying 
transfer function, (iii) 3rd level microzonation incorporating results of numerical  modeling based on 
computer codes characterized as hazard map with ground motion defined  in terms of frequency 
dependant amplifications and response spectra and (iv) 4th level of  microzonation presenting Seismic 
Risk Map, integrating hazard and vulnerability data with exposure characteristics ( viz. demographic 
constitution and socio-economic factors) expressing the end results in Equivalent damage ratio (EDR) 
and Population living in dwellings susceptible to damage (PCD).  
The seismic microzonation involves handling of large data set generated at sources of varied 
specializations with different semantics and complex coding. The problem is further rendered complex 
as the expectations are widely different for specialist and common end user. In this regard, integration 
of data in GIS base and evolving Seismic Hazard and Risk Information System (SHRIS) for urban 
agglomerations is emphasized.  

Flow sheet-II 
Methodology and sequence of operations for site response studies. 
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Flow sheet - III 
Vulnerability analysis of the Built Environment- Inputs & Methodology  
(Source: Implemented during Jabalpur Microzonation ) 


